In heterogeneous networks, TCP connections that incorporate a terrestrial or satellite radio link are greatly disadvantaged with respect to entirely wired connections, because of their longer round trip times (RTTs). To cope with this problem, a new TCP proposal, the TCP Hybla, is presented and discussed in the paper. It stems from an analytical evaluation of the congestion window dynamics in the TCP standard versions (Tahoe, Reno, NewReno), which suggests the necessary modifications to remove the performance dependence on RTT. TCP Hybla performance is firstly evaluated in the case of an ideal channel, with good correlation between analytical and simulation data. Then, more realistic situations, which require the adoption of a benchmark network topology and a careful ns-2 simulation set-up, are examined. In particular, TCP Hybla performance is compared with that achievable by TCP standard in the presence of congestion and link losses, either separately or jointly considered. In all the examined cases, the superiority of TCP Hybla is evident, as it greatly reduces the severe penalization suffered by wireless, and especially satellite, TCP connections. Finally, it is worth noting that TCP Hybla does not infringe the end to end semantics of TCP and is compatible with other promising enhancements.
INTRODUCTION
The current versions of the TCP protocol (Tahoe, Reno, NewReno) suffer performance problems in connections characterized by relatively high link error rates and long propagation delays, such as those that encompass terrestrial and satellite radio links. As the TCP protocol was basically designed to recover only from congestion situations, losses of TCP segments due to errors in the transmission link are erroneously ascribed to congestion problems, causing a totally inappropriate activation of the congestion avoidance mechanisms [1, 2] . This problem can be addressed either through proper modifications of TCP protocol or, rather simplistically, by enforcing the reliability of lower layers, when possible [3] . However, it must be stressed that even in the case of an errorless channel, radio connections would be still penalized by long propagation delays. This is due to the TCP window-based transmission algorithm which, being triggered by acknowledgment (ACK) arrivals, depends on network delays. Long round trip times (RTTs), reduce the congestion window (cwnd) growth rate and result in a significant proposed modifications of the cwnd growth policy highly benefit from both the adoption of the SACK option and the use of timestamps, which by contrast provide only a limited gain in satellite connections when associated with TCP standard. Further important advantages are also obtained by implementing packet spacing techniques, which, by removing the transmission burstiness, reduce the probability of buffer overflow at intermediate routers and allows TCP Hybla to avoid the limitations introduced in Reference [15] on the original constant-rate algorithm.
Numerical results, obtained both analytically and/or by means of the ns-2 simulator [16] , show that a large improvement of long RTT connections performance can be effectively achieved, without penalizing the overall network performance and, as the Hybla proposal requires only end point modifications, without infringing the end to end semantics of the TCP protocol.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the congestion control and the loss recovery algorithms of TCP standard protocol are analysed. In Section 3, the TCP Hybla proposal is introduced and a preliminary performance evaluation on an ideal channel is given. In Section 4 the benchmark network topology and the simulation set-up are specified. In Section 5, simulation results referring to congestion and link losses are presented and discussed, while in Section 6 the fairness and friendliness of TCP Hybla and TCP Newreno are investigated. Finally, some issues related to the RTT are discussed in Section 7 and conclusions are drawn in Section 8.
TCP ALGORITHM (TAHOE, RENO AND NEWRENO)
When a new connection is established, the sender probes for bandwidth availability by gradually increasing the congestion window value W: In the slow start phase, starting from an initial value W 0 ; typically equal to one or two maximum segment size (MSS), the congestion window is increased by MSS bytes per non-duplicate ACK received. When the congestion window reaches the value of the slow start threshold (ssthresh), the source switches to the congestion avoidance (CA) phase, during which the congestion window is increased by MSS/W bytes per new ACK received [17] . In a real channel this rise continues until either the size of receiver buffer (advertised window) is reached, or a segment is lost. In this case, action is taken following a recovery procedure that depends on the specific TCP version adopted [18] .
Slow start and congestion avoidance algorithms
By expressing the value W of the congestion window in MSS units, the standard cwnd update rules previously described are given by
where the index i denotes the reception of the ith ACK. Finally, note that the actual transmission of TCP segments occurs in relation to a window size given by min(cwnd, advertised window), where the advertised window corresponds to the receiver buffer size [19] . Now, to carry out an analytical investigation of the impact of RTT on TCP congestion control, it is convenient to temporarily consider an ideal channel (i.e. without losses), and to adopt a continuous model [20, 21] to describe the congestion window evolution in time. To this end, let us first note that in the SS phase the cwnd update rule (1) results in a discrete exponential increase with RTT, as the congestion window is doubled at every RTT, while in the CA phase it leads to an approximately linear increase with time, as the growth is of about MSS bytes per RTT. Then, denoting by WðtÞ the cwnd expressed in segments, and by t g the time at which the ssthresh value, g; is reached, we have
where t g ¼ RTT log 2 g: From (2) it is evident that the lower the RTT, the higher the congestion window increase rate. The value of the congestion window in bytes, W B ðtÞ; can be obtained by multiplying WðtÞ by the sender MSS (under the assumption that there are always enough bits to fill whole MSS segments). Figure 1 shows W B ðtÞ for three different RTTs, having assumed in the example MSS ¼ 1024 bytes and g ¼ 32 (this relatively low value for realistic links is chosen only for the sake of clearness in the graphic representation). Note that, as a consequence of different RTTs, the standard congestion control algorithm causes different congestion window growth rates and different values for t g : By inspection of the figure, it is apparent the severe penalization that affects the slower connections, whose cwnd in practice increases at a longer time scale.
For performance comparison, it is useful to calculate the amount of data transmitted by a standard TCP source from the transmission start, T d ðtÞ: To this end, let us first introduce the expression of the segment transmission rate, i.e. the amount of segments transmitted per second,
From (3) it is straightforward to calculate T d ðtÞ as C. CAINI AND R. FIRRINCIELI Some curves obtained from (4) will be presented later. Now, for the following discussion, it is essential to note that because of the presence of RTT in BðtÞ; the amount of data transmitted in the connections with longer RTTs would be lower even if the congestion window evolution in time WðtÞ was the same. As a consequence, in order to make the instantaneous transmission rate, BðtÞ; invariant with RTT, it is necessary not to compensate, but to overcompensate the different congestion window evolutions in time resulting from different RTTs, as explained in the TCP Hybla section.
Loss recovery mechanisms
The various versions of TCP essentially differ on the loss recovery mechanism they implement to tackle packet losses present in real channels [17, 22] . Here we will limit ourselves to recall the main features of the TCP NewReno recovery phase [18] , which is basically maintained by TCP Hybla, but the mandatory implementation of a couple of additional features.
Let us start assuming that the segment n is dropped. As a consequence, a new duplicate acknowledgement (dupACK) for the segment n À 1 is generated by the receiver every time a new segment arrives. The reception of the third dupACK triggers in the sender the fast retransmit and the fast recovery procedures, starting the recovery phase. First, the segment n is retransmitted, then the ssthresh is approximately updated } to the half of the cwnd value before the loss detection (old cwnd), and the cwnd is reduced to ssthresh plus 3 MSS. After that, each additional dupACK increments the cwnd by MSS and triggers the transmission of a new segment if cwnd exceeds the old cwnd. The reception of the first non-duplicate ACK may determine two consequences. If the ACK is 'partial', i.e. if it confirms only a part of the segments that were in flight when the loss was detected, the recovery phase is not terminated, the first unacknowledged segment is retransmitted, the cwnd is deflated by the amount of the data acknowledged, and a new segment is sent if allowed by the new cwnd value. Moreover, the first partial ACK arrival during the recovery phase resets the retransmission timer. If, however, the ACK confirms all the segments in flight when the loss was detected, the recovery phase ends, the cwnd is deflated to the ssthresh value, and the sender restarts transmission in congestion avoidance phase.
If multiple losses occur in the same window, NewReno remains in the recovery phase until either all of the lost packets have been recovered or a retransmission time out (RTO) expires. As NewReno is able to recover only one packet per RTT [18] , the time spent in the recovery phase can become excessive [23] for long RTTs penalizing the wireless connections throughput.
TCP HYBLA ALGORITHM

Slow start and congestion avoidance algorithms
The basic idea of the TCP Hybla is to obtain for long RTT connections (e.g. satellite and wireless) the same instantaneous transmission rate, BðtÞ; of a comparatively fast reference TCP connection (e.g. wired). Equation (3) suggests that this goal can be achieved in two steps: first, by making WðtÞ independent of RTT through a time scale modification, then by compensating the effect of the division by RTT. Both the steps can be better described after introducing } More accurately, to no more than max(FlightSize/2,2MSS), where FlightSize is the number of segments sent but not acknowledged yet. a normalized round trip time, r; defined as
where RTT 0 is the round trip time of the reference connection to which we aim to equalize our performance. The former step is performed by multiplying by r the time (or the time elapsed from the reaching of the ssthresh), achieving a WðtÞ independent of RTT. The latter, by multiplying by r the congestion window resulting at the first step (including the original ssthresh, g), to have BðtÞ independent of RTT. In conclusion we have
where the superscript H identifies the Hybla proposal. As a consequence of the modification introduced in the second step, the switching time t g;0 ; defined as the time at which the congestion window reaches the value rg; is the same for every RTT, being t g;0 ¼ RTT 0 log 2 g: The congestion window evolution in time given by (6) is presented in Figure 2 , for the same RTT values already considered in Figure 1 , and having chosen RTT 0 ¼ 25 ms; for comparison purposes.
From (6), the segment transmission rate B H ðtÞ ¼ W H ðtÞ=RTT of a TCP Hybla assumes the following expression:
which is clearly independent of RTT and equal to the segment transmission rate of the reference TCP standard connection. From (7) it is simple to derive the analytical expression of the amount of segments transmitted from the beginning of the TCP Hybla connection,
From (8), it is clear that TCP Hybla performance does not depend on the actual value of RTT, anymore. This observation is confirmed by numerical results reported in Figure 3 , where TCP standard and TCP Hybla performance are compared for different RTT values, under ideal channel conditions. While the amount of transmitted data in TCP standard connections decays with the RTT, in TCP Hybla all the connections present the same performance of the reference one.
As far as the feasibility of the proposed approach is concerned, let us observe that the Hybla congestion window dynamic can be obtained by modifying the congestion window update rules (1) as follows:
maintaining the ACK-based mechanism for congestion window update of the TCP standard. Note that the CA update rule is similar to the constant-rate algorithm [14] , which, on the other hand, did not consider the slow start phase. Another important difference is that in the actual implementation of (9) TCP Hybla sets to 1 the minimum value for r: In such a way, TCP Hybla simply behaves as the standard TCP for 'fast' connections (i.e. connections with RTT4RTT 0 Þ; which therefore maintain their standard increase rate. In addition to (9) , both the initial cwnd } and the original ssthresh must be multiplied by r; as well as the size of the transmission buffer (to manage the larger burstiness of TCP Hybla transmission). Finally, note that the expressions (7) and (9) hold true under the assumption that the sender is limited by the congestion window and not by the advertised window. If this assumption is not fulfilled, the limitation imposed by the receiver can be removed by increasing the advertized window by r; ensuring the same ceiling to the transmission rate for all connections. Note however, that this sole modification on the receiver side is not mandatory.
Loss recovery mechanism
Comparing the congestion control algorithm of TCP Hybla and TCP standard, it is evident that the former will result in a larger average cwnd than the latter. Consequently, the case of multiple losses in the same window will be more frequent, in particular when long RTT connections are considered. As this phenomenon may result in a very harmful slow down of the average transmission rate, the adoption of proper countermeasures is in order.
3.2.1. The SACK option. To overcome the TCP NewReno incapacity of recovering multiple losses in the same window, in Reference [7] the SACK option was proposed. With the SACK procedure, the data receiver can inform the sender about all the segments that have been successfully delivered, thus allowing the sender to recover more than one packet per RTT. In Reference [23] , the performance of TCP Reno with SACK option and TCP NewReno were compared by means of simulations, and the SACK ability to recover from multiple losses in a shorter time was confirmed. Consequently, the SACK option is included and recommended in the TCP Hybla proposal.
Retransmission timeout and timestamps.
Standard TCP uses a retransmission timer to ensure data delivery in the absence of any feedback from the remote receiver. The duration of this timer is referred to as RTO (retransmission time out) and its computation is based on both the current estimation of a smoothed value for RTT (SRTT) and an RTT variation (RTTVAR). These two parameters are calculated by the sender, deriving RTT estimations from the ACKs arrival time. Whenever the retransmission timer expires, the RTO is usually doubled ('exponential back-off' policy), until a new RTO value is computed. To this end it is necessary either to wait the ACK of the first non-retransmitted packet or to make use of timestamps [24] . The second alternative, largely implemented in the most widespread operating systems, is greatly preferable when dealing with large cwnds, where the number of the packet to be retransmitted after a time out event may excessively postpone the RTO update. We investigated this point by means of simulation, observing a severe penalization of longer RTT connections which, in unlucky circumstances, may often stall for an unacceptable prolonged time.
} By contrast with IIW [4] , in TCP Hybla the initial window increment is always proportional to the actual RTT. As a result, it is possible to adopt a larger initial cwnd without overfeeding the network, as a larger cwnd always compensates for a longer RTT, leaving BðtÞ constant.
Other implementation features
3.3.1. Slow start threshold initial estimation. To prevent channel over feeding at the end of slow start phase, with the consequent burst of losses, the slow start threshold initial setting suggested in Reference [6] is implemented in TCP Hybla. In short, by observing the delay between the receptions of ACKs that corresponds to consecutively transmitted segments, it is possible to calculate at the connection start up a rough estimate of the channel bandwidth-delay product, from which to derive an appropriate initial slow start threshold value.
3.3.2. Burstiness and packet spacing. To obtain a satisfactory segment transmission rate, BðtÞ; in presence of long RTTs (i.e. an acceptable throughput), large cwnds must be used independently of the TCP version adopted, as can be deduced from (3). Under unfavourable circumstances, large cwnds may result in a bursty transmission, with a possible consequent performance degradation. However, the burstiness of the channel can be eliminated at the origin by spreading the cwnd segments over the RTT, as suggested in References [25, 26] . We have considered this possibility as a recommended option for the TCP Hybla, indicated as 'packet spacing'. Note that this technique eliminates the motivation of the upper bound on the cwnd CA increase set in Reference [15] , when dealing with the constant-rate policy, and the consequent performance loss.
Performance evaluation on an ideal channel
To assess the accuracy of the continuous time model in representing the discrete ACK-based congestion control algorithm, a preliminary ns-2 simulation was performed considering an ideal channel (neither congestion nor link error losses), with a large bandwidth (1Gb/s) available. In Figure 4 , simulation data are compared with some of the analytical results plotted in Figure 3 . When the packet spacing option is not adopted, the amount of transmitted data provided by simulation increases at RTT steps, alternatively crossing the analytical curve (as a result of the bursty transmission). By contrast, when the packet spacing option is adopted, the simulation data presents a continuous slope (as the transmission burstiness has been removed), without crossing the analytical curve any more (due to the small delay in the data delivery necessarily introduced by the packet spacing option). In both the cases, the difference with the analytical data is very modest and tends to disappear after a short time. In conclusion, we can state that, independently of the packet spacing adoption, the accuracy of the continuous time analytical model is more than satisfactorily confirmed by simulation data. When dealing with an ideal channel, it is worth noting that only the study of the connection start up is of interest, as the cwnd would tend rapidly to the receiver window for all the connections. For this reason, in Figures 3 and 4 performance has been evaluated in terms of total number of transmitted packets vs the elapsed time from the beginning of connections, instead of reporting the throughput (or goodput, see later), which, being an average value, is not functional in describing transient processes. By contrast, long connections and average values are of interest for evaluating performance on a real channel, with losses due to congestion and/ or link errors, for which it is also necessary to define a network topology and a simulation environment.
TOPOLOGY AND SIMULATION SETUP
To insert the Hybla modifications in the ns-2 simulator, it was necessary to write a new software module, while for the standard variants of TCP we used the existing packages. The basic network topology considered in simulation runs is shown in Figure 5 (minor variants will be introduced whenever necessary). The foreground TCP connection is composed of both wired legs and a wireless link (e.g. a satellite link), while the background traffic is represented by 5 entirely wired connections. All the connections share a bottleneck link, whose limited bandwidth has been deliberately chosen to study the congestion effects, located between the routers R1 and R2. These follow a RED (random early detection) policy because of its better performance in ensuring fairness among competing TCP connections and in reducing the burstiness impact, even with moderate queues lengths (qlen ¼ 50 seg:; max th ¼ 15 seg:; and min th ¼ 5 seg: in the simulation) [27] , while all the hosts follow a simple DT (drop tail). It should also be considered that the RED policy is generally beneficial when dealing with simulations, as it reduces the variance of simulation results [14] . The two-way propagation delay of the wireless link varies in such a way that the RTT of the foreground connection ranges from 25 ms (considered only for comparison purposes with the wired connections) to 600 ms (corresponding to the case of a GEO satellite link). The wired links are supposed to be error free, while a uniformly distributed error model with a packet error rate (PER) in the range 0-5% is adopted for both the forward and the reverse links of the radio leg. All of the other link characteristics are reported in the figure.
For every TCP connection, a persistent FTP file transfer process, is considered. The performance is evaluated in terms of goodput, i.e. the amount of acknowledged packets, divided by the transfer process time ð600 sÞ: TCP Hybla requires an estimation of the wireless connection RTT to derive the suitable r value ðRTT 0 is chosen in the simulations equal to the RTT of the wired connections, for the sake of comparison); this estimation is provided by all the TCP versions and it is also implemented in the ns-2 simulator. Finally, in the simulations the following variants of TCP protocols are examined: 
TCP NewReno: TCP NewReno is a collection of bug fixes and refinements of the TCP Reno Fast Recovery and Congestion Avoidance policies [18];
TCP SACK: the Reno Congestion Avoidance algorithm is combined with the SACK option for loss recovery [7] ; TCP Vegas: a proposed variant of the TCP standard aiming at preventing congestion losses by means of a dynamic estimation of the available bandwidth [8] ;
TCP Hybla without SACK: a partial version of the present proposal, based on TCP NewReno, which does not include the SACK option;
TCP Hybla: the present proposal; The advantages provided by packet spacing will be evaluated separately from the other protocol modifications. Therefore, TCP Hybla results will not refer to this option (although recommended), unless explicitly stated.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Performance in presence of congestion
A wireless TCP connection with variable RTT and five wired TCP connections with fixed RTT ð25 msÞ are simultaneously active. To focus our attention on the presence of congestion, the wireless link is considered momentarily error free, so that all the losses are to be ascribed to the presence of the shared wired link, which acts as a network bottleneck. In such a situation, standard TCP suffers serious performance problems on the longer RTT connection, which 'starves', while the wired connections share most of the allowable bandwidth. To quantify this problem and to assess the effectiveness of the countermeasures introduced by the TCP Hybla protocol, in Figure 6 the goodput of the wireless connection has been reported as a function of its RTT, for several variants of TCP. Note that the performance of the wired links are deliberately not reported for intelligibility reasons. However, they are substantially independent 1. The longer the wireless connection RTT, the worse its performance in the TCP standard (NewReno), with a very fast goodput degradation rate. This problem has already been described in this paper and it is well known in the literature [28] . 2. TCP Reno with SACK option presents the same performance of TCP NewReno, thus the SACK option alone is not effective in presence of congestion. 3. TCP Vegas performs only slightly better than TCP NewReno. 4. TCP Hybla without the SACK option shows an evident performance improvement; however, performance is still dependent on the RTT, although much less than before. 5. TCP Hybla (with the SACK option) proves to be very effective in counteracting the effects of long RTT and congestion losses; substantial performance independence of the RTT is achieved and the wireless connection is no longer penalized.
Some additional comments are required. As far as observation 2 is concerned, a thorough analysis of the simulation data allowed us to discover the reasons why the SACK option alone is ineffective in presence of severe congestion. This is basically due to the fact that the slow start and the congestion avoidance algorithms are left unaltered. SACK is faster in recovering multiple losses, but, when the steady state is reached, the average value of the wireless connection cwnd is usually very low even for long RTT connections, due to the inadequate TCP standard congestion control policies. As a result, multiple losses are relatively rare, and SACK benefits scarce.
The fact that TCP Vegas leaves unaltered the maximum cwnd growth rate of TCP standard justifies the limited improvement achieved by the wireless connection (observation 3).
Regarding observation 4, the decision to leave temporarily apart the SACK option is motivated by the desire of quantifying the performance improvement due to the modifications of the congestion control policy only. Note that, for the reasons reported in the TCP Hybla section, these modifications would be enough to assure the desired performance independence of RTT in an ideal channel, i.e. in absence of losses of any nature. However, by leaving unaltered the loss recovery mechanism, every connection requires about one RTT to recover a packet loss, causing the aforementioned non compensated penalty for the longer RTT connections. Finally, provided that the TCP protocol is able to assure a satisfactory transmission rate, multiple losses are more frequent on the wireless connection which requires a larger cwnd to assure a given transmission rate (see (3)). This is why TCP Hybla benefits highly by the inclusion of the SACK option (observation 5).
Performance in presence of link losses
For a full understanding of the influence that link errors have on TCP performance, it is convenient to leave any congestion problem temporarily apart. To this end, only the wireless connection is considered active and all the losses are a consequence of the non-null packet error rate. As TCP does not distinguish the origin of packet losses, link errors cause spurious interference on the congestion control mechanism, because a corrupted packet causes an unnecessary halving of the cwnd. The consequences of this erroneous interpretation are highlighted in Figure 7 , where the performance of the wireless connection is reported versus its RTT, for the same TCP versions considered before, considering a 1% packet error rate. On examining the curves the following observations can be made:
1. Although the origin of the problem is completely different, the results are qualitatively the same as those reported in the congestion case just discussed. The superiority of TCP Hybla is apparent (performance gain higher than ten for RTT > 300 ms with respect to NewReno). 2. The performance improvement due to the inclusion of the SACK option in the TCP Hybla is less evident than in the congestion only case. 3. Although TCP Hybla provides a more than satisfactory goodput (3-2 Mbit=sÞ; the theoretical capacity of the channel ð10 Mbit=sÞ is still far from being reached. As before, some comments are in order. Regarding the first point, it must be observed that the superiority of the Hybla version stems from its improved congestion control mechanism, which basically succeeds in neutralizing the effects of RTT. Concerning the second observation, the less significant advantages of the SACK option may be justified by the assumption of uniform distribution of packet errors, made in the simulation. It is likely that in a more realistic correlated fading environment the benefit provided by the SACK option could be greater. Finally, the failure of reaching the theoretical goodput limit for the wireless connection, apart from the small percentage of corrupted packets, is due to the aforementioned TCP inability to discriminate the origin of the losses. In this regard, it is worth noting that TCP Hybla aims to make the performance independent of the RTT and not (at least in the present version) to directly eliminate the consequences of link errors on wireless legs. To overcome the problem, it would be necessary to modify in depth the TCP algorithm by introducing the possibility of discriminating between congestion and error losses, for example by introducing NACK, as suggested in Reference [7] . However, effective improvements could also be obtained by introducing a different slow start threshold setting policy after a loss, as envisaged in the TCP Westwood [10] . It is worth noting that TCP Hybla is compatible with these enhancements.
Performance of both congestion and link losses
When both congestion and link errors are present, it is clear, on the basis of the previous considerations, that TCP standard versions are unable to provide a satisfactory performance, at least for long RTTs. For this reason, we prefer to focus on the more promising performance of the TCP Hybla version, considering the same topology adopted in the congestion only case, but introducing a non-null PER (namely, 1% and 5%). Results are reported in Figure 8 , plotting the goodput of the wireless connection vs RTT. As a useful reference, the straight line of the 'maximum fair share', defined as in the congestion only case, it is also drawn. By inspection of the figure, the following observations can be made: 1. The introduction of packet losses due to link errors causes a significant performance degradation, with respect to the congestion only case. 2. The worsening in performance due to the simultaneous presence of both congestion and link errors is lower than the sum of the two disjoint penalizations, likely because the spurious cwnd reductions caused by link errors, in presence of congestion, present the positive side effect of lowering the probability of packet overflow.
As a general comment, we can conclude by observing that TCP Hybla still offers a satisfactory performance for every RTT even in the case of a combined presence of congestion and a moderate percentage of link errors, while the standard TCP versions are unable to cope with these impairments, even if separately considered.
FAIRNESS AND FRIENDLINESS
Fairness and friendliness are two important features for any version of TCP protocol. Fairness refers to the capacity to assure a fair band subdivision among competing connections that use the same version of the protocol, while friendliness indicates the same ability with reference to different protocol variants. TCP standard versions are known to be fair as long as the competing connections have similar RTTs, which is usually not the case in heterogeneous networks, where wireless connections are highly penalized. This behavior is described in Figure 9 , where the goodput of six TCP NewReno connections is reported in a pie chart, referring to the same simulation set-up considered previously for the congestion only case, except for the different number of wireless and wired connections (RTT ¼ 300 ms and RTT ¼ 25 ms; respectively). It is apparent that the wireless connections 'starve', while the short RTT connections share the majority of the bottleneck link capacity. In contrast, the adoption of TCP Hybla for the three wireless connections leads to a totally different situation, reported in Figure 10 . Not only do the TCP Hybla connections present the same goodput, proving the fairness of the Hybla proposal, but also provide the same performance of the TCP NewReno wired connections despite the different RTTs, thus giving a clear indication of the TCP Hybla friendliness. In challenging situations, such as those considered in Figure 10 (congestion, half of the connections wireless with long RTT, i.e. large cwnds), burstiness may cause an efficiency loss, represented by the relatively high 'residual capacity', i.e. the difference between the nominal bottleneck link capacity and the sum of all the goodputs. This residual capacity, mainly used for packet retransmissions, gives an idea of bandwidth 'wasted' because of protocol inefficiencies, which are exacerbated by the bursty nature of the traffic. 'Packet spacing', by spreading the cwnd segments over the RTT, eliminates at the origin the transmission burstiness. By adopting this option on the Hybla connections considered in Figure 10 , we have obtained the results presented in Figure 11 , which show a great reduction of the residual capacity and a corresponding goodput improvement for all the competing connections.
Simulation results presented in Figures 10 and 11 , provide evidence of the effectiveness of the TCP Hybla. The implementation of this proposal did not cause either instability or network k It might be objected that TCP Hybla would not be fair with possible competing wireless connections adopting TCP standard. However, it is apparent that would be unreasonable to pursue friendliness towards connections that in any case would suffer starvation from wired connections, as a consequence of the limits of the standard protocol.
overfeeding, as the adoption of a faster growth rate of the cwnd is always compensated (and motivated) by a longer RTT, while the increased burstiness for long RTTs, due to the better efficiency of the protocol, is effectively contrasted by the adoption of packet spacing.
ROUND TRIP TIME RELATED ISSUES
RTT 0 choice
The choice of the RTT 0 value is an important issue that deserves to be discussed in detail. Its implications are clear if we consider that a TCP Hybla connection aims at performing like a standard TCP connection with RTT=RTT 0 : As a consequence, a TCP Hybla connection is friendly with other competing standard TCP connections, as long as the reference RTT 0 is comparable with their RTTs. However, if this was not the case, the entity of the unfriendliness would not be greater than the usual unfairness between TCP standard connections with different RTTs. It is worth stating that TCP Hybla does not aim at a perfect equalization of all the TCP connections in an open network, a task that would be really problematic and would require a centralized control. Instead, it considers as a realistic goal the reduction of the performance penalization that long RTT connections, and especially satellite, are affected by. With this aim, the best RTT 0 choice for wireless and satellite connections would be the RTT of the connection itself, decreased by the additional delay due to the radio link. As this additional delay may be hard to estimate, a conservative but sensible choice for RTT 0 (for example, the average, or a given percentile value of the wired connections RTTs), could be enough to assure a significant boost of wireless links performance, without causing any real inconvenience to the wired links and to the network. Finally, note that, by contrast to [15] , connections that are already 'fast' (i.e. with RTT4RTT 0 ) are never slowed down by TCP Hybla, which behaves for them as a standard TCP with some additional improvements (namely, SACK, timestamps and packet spacing).
RTT estimate sensibility
In order to determine the r value, TCP Hybla makes use of an estimate of the connection RTT that is already provided by the TCP standard algorithm (with sufficient granularity in its most recent implementations). The problem of a correct RTT estimate has already been addressed in literature [29] and it is out of the scope of the present paper. However, it is important to note that TCP Hybla is robust with respect to even large inaccuracies of this estimate. To realize that, it is sufficient to observe that reasonable errors on the RTT are equivalent, as far as the parameter r is concerned, to the choice of a slightly different RTT 0 : Finally, let us observe that, in case of time variability of the RTT estimate, a conservative choice could be given by the selection of the minimum RTT value, in order to effectively compensate only the fixed time components of the RTT (propagation time, time possibly spent in interleaving and decoding, etc.), and not the variable components (buffer queues, etc.). This would prevent an overfeeding of the network in case of an increasing congestion, because additional delays due to buffer queues would result in a slow down of the transmission rate. Note however that for satellite connections the fixed components would be always dominant with respect to the time spent in buffer queues, and the practical differences minor.
CONCLUSIONS
TCP Hybla, the TCP enhancement proposed in this paper, represents a promising solution to the problem of performance disparity in heterogeneous networks due to different RTTs. Unlike many other proposals, this new algorithm is based on an analytical study of the congestion window evolution in time as a function of connections delays. After having modified the standard congestion control algorithm in accordance with the suggestions arising from the analysis, we also adopted the SACK option, timestamps and packet spacing to reduce the impact of multiple losses, inappropriate timeouts and burstiness, respectively. As a result of these and other minor modifications, TCP Hybla achieves its goal of substantial reduction in performance disparity against long RTT connections (e.g. satellite). In the paper, the clear advantage of TCP Hybla with respect of TCP standard versions, in the presence of congestion and link errors, is shown and discussed in details, as well as its good friendliness and fairness properties. Finally, it is worth noting that TCP Hybla does not infringe the end to end semantics of the TCP protocol and is compatible with other promising TCP enhancements.
